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As Managing Partner of McClure Law Group, Kelly McClure is known for 
helping clients navigate some of life’s most difficult scenarios. Be it a divorce suit 
or a child custody case, “part of our practice is trying to make people’s lives better,” 
she says. The powerhouse attorney and her well-seasoned team have a white 
glove, full-service approach, and a 24-7 concierge mentality that differentiates 
them from their competition. Another differentiator? The diversity of their 
team, including an in-house CPA and an appellate attorney, to name a few, all of 
whom are trained to handle everything from divorce proceedings to premarital 
agreements. “It makes doing our work so much more enjoyable when we’re doing 
it together,” says Managing Partner Francesca Blackard. “There are a lot of firms 
where everyone is on their own or handles their own clients, and that is just 
not the ethos at our firm.” From litigation to negotiation and mediation, that 
team spirit drives their desire to help protect the client’s relationships, finances, 
homes, and businesses. “I’m proud of the fact that we’re not the kind of attorneys 
that are out for the dollars,” says Blackard. “Of course, it is a business, but we 
do what is right for the client. We are very blessed and have a great reputation 
throughout the community.” McClure Law Group’s team of attorneys is well 
versed in the law, regularly speaking, presenting, and educating on changes to 
the law. Always ahead of the curve, the team at McClure Law Group uses state-
of-the-art technology and techniques to assist their clients in reaching goals. 

Kelly McClure, Francesca Blackard, Brandon Joseph and Kate Mataya all 
have had numerous awards including Best Family Lawyers and Texas Super 
Lawyers. McClure, Blackard, and Mataya have been honored as the Most 
Dynamic Women in their field. Their dedication to their craft and exceptional 
preparation is what sets them apart from other law firms in the Metroplex.
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